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Blue Birthday Balloon Arch 

Did the blue birthday balloon arch surprise 

you? Borun Balloon Factory Qianjia balloon brand 

introduces the classic blue birthday balloon Arch 

set produced in China.The blue Birthday Balloon 

Arch can be used for a variety of parties. You can 

decorate a birthday party, baby shower, or wedding 

party with blue birthday balloon arch to make your 

party atmosphere more warm and different. 

 

 

Product Description 

Our balloon factory has more than 10 years of experience in producing birthday balloon arches. 

Mature production line, strict quality control, let our blue birthday balloon arch quality 

unparalleled. 

 

A matte light blue balloon symbolizing infinite possibilities paired with a very holy pearl white 

balloon, this blue birthday balloon arch has received widespread praise since its launch. Later, 

we also improved the birthday balloon Arch kit by adding silver 4D foil balloon on the basis of 

blue latex balloons and white latex balloons to make this balloon garland kit more distinctive. 

 

At present, our monthly export value of balloon arch exceeds 3 million US dollars, and Borun 

balloon factory can produce more than 500 latex balloon arches at present. Each balloon arch 

can accept quality testing, so that you can get the highest quality latex balloon. 

 

When you wholesale latex balloon arch, in the product we can accept any customization of 

your balloon. When you buy balloon arch, we can accept your advance payment of 30% as the 

deposit, after the deposit order, we need about 15 days balloon production cycle. After the 

production is completed, you can start to check the quality of the balloon Arch kit. After 

reaching the standard, you can pay the balance. We will immediately ship the kit to you and let 

you receive your balloon Arch kit as soon as possible. 

 

We firmly believe that you will order a very cheap balloon arch from our balloon factory, and 

we have professional staff to serve you 24 hours a day. We firmly believe that we will become 

close friends. 
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